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This thesis is principally conce:m.;..d with tbe pertoxmance 

ot the pbase-loeked FM demodulator under conditions ot interference in 

comparison to the conventional l!'M demodulator. The linear no 

interference performance at t1:e phase-locked oscillator is well lmo1111, 

however this aspect is incl.uded in tm interests of completeness and 

reference. 

Mechanisms tor threshold effects in the phase-locked and 

conventional FM demodulator are discussed and compared. It is shown 

theoretically and experimentally that the noise threshold is reduced 

in the phase-locked FM demodulator by virtue of the limits of ~ l t} 

being restricted by the noise bandwidth of' the feedback loop. Fall 

off' in baseband sign.al level in the presence at noise was seen to be 

a function of Q (t) and lS/N)IF.
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-SECTION I 


INTRODUCTIC!l 


A. 	 Bandwidth Considerations a-nd Conflict Between the FM 

Threshold and Baseband Signal to Noise Ratio: 

The noise bandwidths of the Intermediate Radio Frequency 

(IF) and Baseband Frequency (BF) circuits in a receiver for a 

particular type of modulation are dictated by the characteristics 

of the modulated wave o 

For an .Amplitude Modulated (.AM) wave the minimum noise 

bandwidths of the IF and BF circuits without distortion are both 

set by the highest modulation frequencies at the modulating informa

tion spectrumo 

This is in contrast with a Frequency Modulated (FM) wave 

where tle minimum BF noise bandwidth without distortion is set by 

the highest modulating frequency, while the minimum IF noise band

width without distortion is set by both the peak angular frequency 

deViation and tm highest modulating frequency associated with tbe 

modulated wave o 

It is well known that an FM system can be designed such that 

above a "threshold of l!'M improve100nt" the output baseband 100an signal 

to noise power ratio [s/N] BF will be greater than that attainable 

from an AM system (either a single sideband or double sideband system) 

designed for the spectrum of modulating information. 

1 
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Increasing the s/N HF above the FM improvement threshold 

by increasing the modulation index mu.st, for the case of a 

conventional FM receiver designed tor the minimum IF noise band

width, be associated with a widening of the minimum IF noise band

width to permit undistorted passage of the modulated wave. 

This automatically implies that a higher noise power is 

passed by the predetection, or IF noise bandwidth, tor a given 

IF noise power density and consequently, a received signal ot 

higher strength would be required to preserve the lrM improvement 

threshold. Conversely, it the received signal strength is the 

same in both cases, then broadening the IF noise bandwidth to 

accomodate the FM wave of higher modulation index will for a 

given IF noise power density, result in a degradation of the FM 

improvement threshold.. Thus, in the conventional J'M receiver to 

increase the ~/N]BF and at the same ti~ preserve the threshold, 

would require an increase in the transmitted power.. 

Similarly, for the conventional FM receiver, it is impossible 

to reduce the [s/N] IF at which threshold occurs without degrading the 

~/N]BF above •threshold" for a given received signal strength and IF 

noise power density., Hence, tor the conventional FM receiver, there 

is an uncompromising conflict between decreasing the [s/N] IF at which 

"threshold"' occu_rs, and not degrading the ~/N]BF above "threshold", 

or conversely, between increasing the [s/N] BF above "threshold", 

without degrading tlle thresholdo 

For the conventional FM receiver incorporating an amplitude 
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Limiter, certain definite :features associated with operation in tm 

FM threshold region becom:l noticeable when the noise amplitude peaks 

begin to exceed the signal amplitude peaks in the IF noise bandwidth 

prior to the limiter. (Refer to Section V regarding this subject.) 

On an instantaneous basis -the 'f'o1se. e. t.ivelo pe of Rayleigh 

probability distribution instantaneously control;, the zero crossings 

of the compoa:i. te waveform at the limiter input with a :frequency af 

occurrence given by the statistical nature of the problem. This is 

associated with spikes o:t' baseband voltage at the output of the 

receiver with an increasingly significant frequency af occurrence as 

the @!N]IF is lowered in the threshold region. 

On a root mean square voltage, or a mean power basis, the 

characteristic constant HMS noise voltage density or constant mean 

noise power density above ..threshold", associated with the output 

frequency spectrum of the limiter around the first spectral zone, 

becomes modified. 

In this connection as the FM threshold is approached from 

above "threshold•, an additional triangular noise voltage density, 

or parabolic noise power density contribution 9 is symmetrically 

superimposed upon the output IF constant noise density characteristic 

above "threshold'"• Further filtering after the limiter cannot alter 

the shape of this spectrum and hence the •threshold" cannot be reduced 

by post limiting filtering. 

Corresponding to the change in shape of the IF noise density 

characteristic in the "threshold" region the normal triangular distri
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bution of RMS baseband noise voltage begins to have additional contri

butions superimposed about the baseband zero frequency. This filling 

in of the baseband triangular distribution of RMS noise voltage, is 

more noticeable at the lower baseband frequencies than the higher 

baseband f'requencieso For a baseband noise bandwidth several 

octaves wide the ch8Jlge in RMS noise voltage in the highest channels 

is virtually im,perceptible. 

B. 	 ID:wlications of FM ~shold Improvement Without 

Degradation of' Baseband Signal to Noise Ratioa 

The realization at threshold improvem:mt tor an FM receiver 

without degradation of the ~/N]BI' above "threshold" associated with 

a wideband FM wave in a conventional FM receiver has certain logical 

implications, among which are the f'ollowing: The first IF amplifier 

of a given minimum noise bandwidth must be tolltwed by a network of 

lower noise bandwidth in such a way that the latter is essentially 

predominant in deterrning the FM improvement threshold. The fulfill

ment at the first criterion necessarily implies that the original. FM 

wave be translated and modified in such a way as to allow undistorted 

transmission of the modified wave through the second IF at lower noise 

bandwidtho At the same time demodulation of the modif'ied wave must 

yi~ld the same ~/NJ Bl!' above "threshold" as would a conventional 

receiver designed for the original wideband FM wave. 

The 	realization of the above requirements through operations 
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upon the original wideband FM wave, from the very nature ot the 

problem, implies the use of correlation tecbniqueso 

c. Noise Reduction in FM Systems: 

Since the initial recognition of the noise reduction 

properties of the Frequency Modulation System by Armstrong1 the 

performance of FM systems under conditions of interference have 

been extensively examine~ 

As the :i;: et't'ormance of an FM system, both above the FM 

improvement threshold and in the threshold region, is determined 

by the bandwidths required tor transmission of the modulated wave, 

investigators have necessarily concerned themselves with these 

tactors. 

The general baseband noise characteristics ot an FM 

demodulator were early appreciated from experimental results2.. The 

experimental noise performance above threshold was in agreement with 

that predicted from a straightforward theoretical analysis.. Although 

the basic nechanism causing the FM threshold effect was correctly 

interpreted, a general quantitative and qualitative analysis of thres

hold performance was not attempted. 

The complexity ot such an analysis has been the basic reason 

that most authors bave continued to avoid the subject, with notable 

e:xeept ions3 , 4 • 

The threshold effect of the l!'M receiver would n~-iepresent 
~·'f).~~j~~: t·~ 

a limitation if the receiver were always operated above t~ahold. 
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This is however, where the operation must be confined to tor intelli

gible demodulation ot the original modulating intormationo Oonsequently 

departures into the threshold region, or "capture" ot the desired 

signal by noise, would be associated with fading 01' the received signal 

strength trom the nominal "above threshold" design value, assuming 

the receiver IF noise power to be ot constant power densityo Thus 

the assurance ot above threshold performance ot the FM receiver is 

~ontingent upon the existence ot a saf'ety factor in the magnitude ot 

the received signal strength to guard against the worst expected 

:fading conditions ot the signal1f 

The advent ot FM comnmnicat ion systems having particularly 

severe statistical fading 01' the signal strength such as an FM 

Tropospheric Scatter Communications System, has caused an examination 

ot the problem ot FM threshold reduction without degradation ot the 

baseband signal to noise ratio associated with a received wideband 

J'M wave. In this connection it was shown.5 that compression ot the 

frequency deviation of a received wideband FM wave would result in 

a reduction in threshold without degradation of' the [s/N}ar associated 

with the uncompressed wideband wave. 

11'.i.thin the past few years another type of J'M demodulator has 


received widespread use and attention, with particular application in 


the tracking of satelliteso This.demodulator has been variously 


detined as the "phase-locked oscillator" or "phase-lock tracking 

• ·~1 . 

filter". '.~if:; 
;~' ·~~~ ~ 
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t Basically this demodulator is an cro55correlation detector. 

It can be designed to yield a reduction in the .:nt threshold over 

a realizable conventional J'll demodulator tor the same wideband 1M 

wave. The degree at ::nt threshold reduction is determined by the 

extent to which the closed loop noise bandwidth can be made less 

than the noise balldwidth ot the tirst II!' o As a demodulator ot 

narrowband n waves, the performance of the phase-locked auto

correlation detector would be identical to that of an ideal 

conventional narrowband ft receiver ot the same _!F n_~ise bandwidth, 

it the latter recei'Ver could be attained physically. However, it 

the IF noise bandwidths required could not be attained physically 

at the II!' trequency, due to the extremely high Q. 's ot the circuits 

involved and f'rom stability considerations, then since the realiza

tion of' such noise bandwidths can be readily achieved at baseband 

f'requencie s, one could say that the phase-locked tracking :tilter=--------.--------_____ 

in this case yielded improved per.t'ormance over that available from 

existing conventional l!'M demodulators, due only to problems ot 

physical realizability. 

In addition, the phase-locked crosseorrelation detector is 

capable ot yielding inf'ormation regarding the phase constant 
thr 01.1.~h 1.LSe of O..Vl o..v..Y-ilio..r:1 pho.'!.e ccrnpa:ro..tor 

associated with the input s1gnal11 by virtue of the quadrature relation

ship between the mean phase ot the signal and local oscillator. ti. 

The phase-locked crosscorrelation .detector operates as an l!'M 

demodulator and as is the case at the conventional n receiver, the 

per.f'ormance is determined by the above threshold ~/11JBl'' the noise 
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bandwidth of the system and the FM improvement thresholdo 

A complete study of the phase-locked detector nm.st necessarily 

consider the above variables and the corresponding relations in a 

conventional .l'M receiver designed to demodulate the same FM waveo 

However, the general noise characteristics of the phase-locked 

detector, particularly the question of FM threshold and performance 

of the system in the threshold region, have not been investigated 

in the literature. 

As the performance of the phase-locked crosscorrelation 

detector in any particular application, regardless of the band

width involved, is ultimately limited by the FM threshold effect, 

then it is of utmost importance that the noise performance of the 

system be thoroughly examined and compared with that of the 

conventional FM demodulatoro 

This thesis comprises the results of such an investigation 9 

together with the experimental noise performance of a phase-locked 

cYosscorrelation detector as measured in the laboratoryo 

The linear no interference performance of the phase-locked 

demodulator has been extensively examined using standard linear 

servo techniques. This aspect of performance is considered within 

the body of the present thesis in the interests of completeness and 

reference. 



SECTION II 


GENERAL PERFORMANCE OF 'l'BE PHASE-LOCKED OSCILLA'l'OR 


A. Block Diagram and Possible Applications ot the szstem: 

The system may be represented by the block diagram of 
.1 

Figure ¥, wherein negative feedback is applied around the phase
• 

detector, in such a way that the voltage controlled local oscillator 

follows the instantaneous phase ot the input signal, by virtue of 

a feedback voltage proportional to instantaneous phase error between 

signal and local oscillator being applied so as to :frequency modulate 

the local osc.illator. 

~· Such a system is capable of operating as an l!'M demodulator 
\ .. 

yielding a range of signiticant improvement in the :FM threshold 

without degradation ot t~ [o/~~-~sso~~~ted with a conventional 

l!'M receiver designed to demodulate the same wideband l!'M wave. 

dLBy the addition ot an __~~~to operate on the 
"f;_

baseband voltage eBll'' the system is capable ot operating as a phase 

detector ot linearity tar exceeding that of a conventional phase 

detector without feedback. 

The phase-locked oscillator is perhaps more adequately 

described as being all. crossaorrelation detector, and use of' the latter 

designation immediately implies certain features ot general performance 

as well as possible applications ot the device. 

In addition to the above mentioned applications ot the auto

correlation detector, "phase-locking• techniques may be applied so as 

9 
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to permit the removal of random phase variations from a nwnber of RF 

carriers. This is particularly useful if it is desired to cpmbine 

coherently at IF, the received signals available in a diversity 

connnunications system. 

Pt\,._Se. 
DeTec\oR DC

IF' 
AMPLIFIER 

AMPLlrl&R K\ \/fJL\~/R/'<01"'"'- Low PASS 
GAIN= K'2.FIL.Tl:R 

- C> .... 
7 

e\F 

e eo 
__.,,_ 

I"' FCP) [> 

"""eL. 

\/CO 


\IOI-T,._G-1! 

CCN't°R O\.\.l!D 


F t'1 

OSCILLATOR 


K R"DIA.N I VO\.T-SEC. 
3 

l!'igure 1 
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·B.-":-.Eguations ot Gemral System Performance: 


The phase detector performance is given from Equation (3.32) as 

~ . 

e 0 =K1 {sin [ Qs(t) - Oi_ (tB+ ~ ~.l'i.E1 sin["nt+ .0n - lli(t J]} 
s • • • • .(2.1) 

where K;i. =1'\_E , and the mean phase of the local oscillator is in 
8 

quadrature with the mean phase of the signal with the phase detector 

sensitivity assumed controlled. (See SectionIII, Part C.) 

But •••• (Z.2) 

and 

by inspection of J!'igure 1, where !)_, K
2 

and K3 are defined as the 


phase detector sensitivity (volts/ radian), amplifier gain (dimensionless) 


and the VCO sensitivity (radian/ sec-volt) respectively. 


Bence by substitution 


~W]_(t): ~~ F(p) {2o4)O•Ofite0 


. : E_i_¥3 l!'(p){ sin[Gs(t) - Oi_(tl] 


!.ttEi sin [ wnt +~ - ~ (t J]} oooe (2.,5) 
E -s,

8 

by detinition c£ the differential operator p =~· 
dt 



So 


i>Q1{t) =D'{p){ sin [Qslt} - Q1{tj] + 


l ) ~E1 sin [ •nt + P.. - ~(t i] } ooeo {Zo6) 

E -B1s . 

with K = !]_ ~ 13, and having dilm3nsions at ..!....• 
sec 

The system per:f'ormance for general conditions of sign.al modula

tion and noise inter!'erence in the transient or steady state is defined 

by equation (2.6). 

In subsequent Sections the no interference and inter:f'erence 

per:f'ormance will be examined. 



SECTION III 

PHASE DETECTOR OPERATION 

A. Pertormsnce ot the Ideal Multiplier: 

Let the output ot the tirst IF amplitier stage ot noise 

bandwidth 2Bi consist ot a wideband FM wave es and white noise 

interf'erence ei, where 

•••• (3.1) 


61 

ei 	=~Ei cos [_(Wk: +Wn)t + Pn] • • • • ( 3. 2) 
-61. 

Es= peak amplitude of the FM wave • 

.6Ei • peak amplitude ot each noise component within the 

noise bandwidth 2B:J. containing a total mean noise power ot Niii' 

watts,. or 

llJ'\'\ = l'\O.W > o..s r.w~o 

wk= angular frequency of the modulated carrier. 

•••• (.3.3) 


,w"' becomes <:0V"1tinu.01A.S 

"'k 	+ •n : angular frequencies ot the noise spectrum. 

=Q8 (t) T c1 with Qs(t) being the time varying angleQ8 

modulation and an arbitrary constant •c1 

.0n, : the random phase associated with each component of 

the noise spectrum. 

Suppose the signal plus noise is operated upon by the local 

-e
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("'.; . . 

~· ·. 

oscillator voltage e1 in an ideal multiplier to yield an output 

voltage e ,. where 
0 

oo .. (3o4) 

..... (.3.5) 

1!: c: the peak amplitude ot the local oscillator voltage.1 

w1 : the angular frequency ot the local oscillatoro 

Ql: ~(t) + 02 with Q1(t) being an angle modulation and 

c2 an arbitrary constant. 

2g =the conversion constant ot the multipliero 

Then 

+Bi 

g E1L!il!:i COB [(wk+ "l + •n>t + f1n ± Ql J 
-6, 

by definition ot the double angle expansion ot cos (A± B). 

Selecting that frequency spectrum. centered about 

wk - wi it is seen that the minimum bandwidth requirellll:3nts ot 
: fl.to po.~~ +no..t <spectrOAm 

the necessary filter is in general determined by •max the highest 

modulation trequency associated with Qe. ( t ) and also by the modula

tion index associated with Q8 - ~· 

For 1t'Jc ; wi. and ~ ( t ) = 0 corresponding to no baseband 

feedback, the minimum noise bandwidth requirements ot the second 

IF are. identical to that ot the first IF. In the limit tor 

.• 
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~ (t) ~ 0 the noise bandwidth cannot be nade less that 211'max. 

In the former case no reduction in the FM improvement tbres

hold would ensue while in the latter case the "threshold" 

would be that associated with a narrowband FM waveo Between 

these limits lies a range of "threshold" reductiono It may be 

readily shown that the ~/N]BF under feedback conditions is 

that associated with the original wideband wave and hence, that 
s. 

this represents one solution to the problem of -threshold" 

reduction without degradation ot [s/N]BI'•. 
If wk =w1 th.en the :frequency spectrum has been 

translated about zero frequency, and it c1 - = TT thenc2 2 

e 0 =gEl { E sCOs c·(Os(t) - ~(t)] + )~Ei cos [wnt+¢n_ - Gi_(tJJ} 
s, ~a, 

=gl!:l { Is sin [08 (t) - ~ (t ~ +~Ei sin [•nt + fln - P:J.(t l] } 
• • • • ( 3.8) 

and tor 
los(t) - ~ (t) I 3 < < los(t) - Gilt>I o o • • {3o 9) 

31 

hence tor wk =w1 the ideal multiplier acts as an unbalanced phase 

detector. In the absence Of baseband :feedback, ~ (t) =O and the 

range at linear operation is severely limited to waves of very low 
" 

J!lOdulation index. FG>r this case the minimum noise bandwidth is 
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determined only by the hi@:lest modulating frequency w • 
max 

The application of negative feedback around the phase 

detector results in an extension of the range of linearity to 

waves of high.er modulation index. The minimum noise bandwidth 

of the feedback loop is now determined by both wmax and the 

peak angular frequency deViation for linear operation4Wlt)J 	peak. 

linear 
It will be shown that this represents another 

possible solution to the problem of FM threshold resuction without 

degradation of [S/~ BF• 

B. Performance of the Balanced Phase Detector: 

Let the output signal plus noise voltage ei + e and the 
8 

local oscillator voltage be applied to tm balanced phasee1 

detector shown in Figure 1 where e1 and eIF = es+ ei are defined 

in Section A, with 'WJt =w1• 

Figure z.. 

The output voltage may be evaluated as follows:e 0 

The voltage applied to diode Dl by the sign convention in J'igure 2. is 
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(Re)Eiej[w:i_t + GiJ 

·{1 + aej(Gs - 9.1.) +~ j [w;.t -t- P,, - e1J1 	 (3.11)eeoo 

where 

•••• (3.12) 

(.3 .13) 

since the quantity on the left hand side is a oomple:x number, by 

definition it follows that 

~ =arc tan 	 a sin(e8 - Gi> +:lA.b sin(Wn.t + f>n. - ei_) 


l +a cos(Q8 - ~) +~b cos(wnt + ~ - ~) 

• • • • (.3.14J 

and 

[M:i_] 2 =[1 +a cos(Q8 - G1 ) t-~b cos(wnt +/Jn - ~) ] 2 

+[a sin(Q8 - ~) +>Ab sin(wnt + Pn - "i_) ] 2 
•••• (3.15) 

or 

2L~J2 : 1 + a + ~b)2 + 2a cos(G8 - ~) 

+~b cos(wnt +!Jn - ~) +)2aAb cos(Q8 - "'nt - Ai) 
• • • • (3.16) 

trom an expansion and collection ot terms in (3.15). 
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Similarly the voltage eD2 applied to diode D2 is 

. j ('f2> 
eD2 = (Re )EleJ(W1t + ~) M2e .. u (3 ..17) 

where 

'f2 : arc tan - a sin (G - ~) - ~b sin(wnt + ¢n - ei>
8 

l - a oos (G8 - G]_) - Eb oos(wnt + ~ - 9]_) 

(3.18) 

and 


2
[M2J2 : 	 l + a + Eb)2 
- 2a oos(Q8 - ~) 

-L:!tib oos(wnt +/Jn - Gi> 

.... (3.19) 

which :f'ollows by definition and by replacing "a" and "b" in Equation 

(2.16) by •-a" and "-b" res:pectively. 

Now for a<<l and b<<l, lM:i.J andl~l are of the :f'orm 

[1 ± 2a cos(G8 - ~) + ~Llb cos(wnt + ¢n - g1 ~i •••• {3o20) 

But this term is of the f'orm (1 + z)i (3.21)0000 

where 

z: 2 [a cos(Q - ~)+Eb cos(wn.t + fl.n. ~ Gi_)J 	 •••• (3.. 22)
8 

..
and the e:x:pans ion of 

(l +- z)n: l + nz +n(n - l)~ 2 ±n(n - l) (n - 2)z3 	 (3 .. 23)0909 

2J 	 31 
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Now application at eDl and sn2 to Dl and D2 develops a baseband 

voltage e 0 across the output terminals of the phase detector 

given by 

•••• {.3.24) 

wherel\_is the rectification ef':f'iciency of the diodes. 

By by de:f'inition 

•••• (3.25) 

•••• (3.26) 

3 
•••• (3.27): El 2 Ii+ i • 3 • z • •]li •2·4.6 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

0000 (3o30) 

and f'or ~ = ~ {t) + c2 

and Q .:: G8 (t) + c18 

with C1 - 02 = TI • • • • (3. 31 J 
2 

then e = l\_fin[>i8 (t) - ~(ti]E
0 8
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•••• {3.32)+ 

which is identical in form to the equation developed for the unbalanced 

phase detector with the same considerations discussed in that connec

tion, applying as well in this ease. 

o. Control of Phase Detector Sensitivity: 

From an inspection of the general equations of output voltage 

e tor the balanced er unbalanced phase detector, it is evident that
0 

the output ot the phase detector is sensitive to amplitude variations 

of the applied voltages es, e1 >or ei. It is consequently, necessary 

to control the sensitivity ot the Phase detector by an appropriate 

technique. Th.ere is ot course, no problem regarding e as it is1 

ideally a pure angle modulated wave, being a locally generated 

voltage ot constant peak amplitude. 

There are basically two techniques to control the amplitude 

variations associated with e + ei, one maintaining the peak signal
6 

amplitude constant to the phase detector without regard to noise, 

and one maintaining the peak amplitude of signal.and noise constant 

to the phase detector. The former would correspond to use ot an 

AGO with a long time constant, while the latter would correspond to 

use of an amplitude limiter. 

An ideal FM demodulator operating well above the J'll improve

ment threshold has two essential features. The demodulated mean 

signal power associated with the desired angle modulation of the 
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carrier is independent ot [s/N] II!'' while the demodulated nean noise 

power associated with the undesired angle modulation ot the carrier 

varies linearly with the ~/N]nr• 
The performance ot the phase-locked crossJorrelation detector 

in this region is identical to that of an ideal FM demodulator. 

(Refer to Section VI). This is true regardless of whether an AGC 

or amplitude limiter is used to control phase detector sensitivity, 

due to the tact that the input power to the phase detector would be 

essentially a constant signal power in both cases. 

It however, the minimum D' noise bandwidth prior to the 

limiter is much larger than the minimum noise bandwidth ot the 

feedback loop, then the FM threshold of the system will be that 

associated with a conventional FM receiver ot the sane IF noise 

bandwidth. This would not be the result it an AOO circuit were 

used in the above situation. In the above case, it it were desired 

to use a limiter and at the same tine obtain a reduction in the FM 

threshold it would be necessary to apply feedback around the IF stage 

so that the noise bandwidth prior to the limiter could be reduced. 



SICTION 	IV 

A. 	 Linear Equivalent Circuit and Criterion tor Linear 

§ystem Qperation: 

Under conditions at. no interterence, the IF noise power density 

is zero, hence from equation (3.6) it follows that 

pQ
1 

(t) • D'(p} sin[Qs(t) - Q1 (t)] ( 4.1)0. 0. 

Let the phase error flQe (t) be defined as 

•••• (4.2) 

hence the sufficient condition tor linear operation is that 

[l1Qe(t)l 3 << [b.Qe(t)[ •••• (4.3) 

31 

Thus under the defined conditions at linearity 

0000 (4o4} 

~earranging (4.4) gives 

•••• (4o5) 

or 

0 ... (4.6) 

lib.ere 	the closed loop transfer function is detined from (4o5) as 

T(p) ~ K F(p) 4.7)••• 0 	 ( 

p -t KF(p) 
22 
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1 
The output baseband voltage eBF is by definition (See Figure '&) 

•••• (4.8) 

or 

• 0 0 0 ( 4.9) 

from substitution of (4.6) into (4.8) 

It is desired to represent the system by its linear 

equivalent circuit. It is apparent from inspection that the linear 

equivalent circuit shown in Jrigure 3 represents the actual system 

under linear operation since the equivalent circuit implies Equation 

(4.4} 

0s(t) 

Figure 3. 

Equation (4.4) can equally well be represented ·by the linear 

equivalent circuit at Figure 4, in which case it is seen that the in

put from the signal path is considered to be angular frequency 

deviation pQs(t) as opposed to phase deviation Qs(t) in the representa

tion of Figure 3. Due to the change in d~nsions at the input for 

lrigure 4, the 1 operator must necessarily be included in the forward 
p 
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loop. Forms of both circuits will be found in the literature6,7. 

p~(t) 

Figure 4. 

11tl.ether one considers Qs { t ) or pQ ( t ) to be the equivalent 
. s 

input to the loop is immaterial, as the VCO is physically following 

both the instantaneous phase deviation and the instantaneous 1':requency 

deviation o1' the input FM wave. 

The important point however, is that the cross correlation 

detector. must be capable of following both the highest baseband · 

t:requencies associated with Qs (t) and the peak angular 1':requency 

deviations. Hence the minimum noise bandwidt~ associated with the 

closed loop transfer function T(p} is determined by both the above 

variables. 

This is not at all surprising, since in a conventional ll'M 

receiver the minimum IF noise bandwidth is in general determined by 

both the highest modulating t:requencies Wma.:x: and the peak angular 

1':requency deviation /1 w( t }peak• However there exists a range of 

wideband FM waves which for demodulation in the phase-locked 

detector, require a smaller noise bandwidth than the IF noise band

width 01' a conventional FM receiver. Thi$ is due to the fact that 

• 
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the noise bandwidth of the loop is essentially set by the larger ot 

the two variables w or ~w(t) ak.• 
max pe 

The phase error fi.Qe (t) between e 1 and es tram the no modula

tion quadrature :relation is completely specified tor linear steady 

state or transient operation from the closed loop transfer function 

T(p), tor a given input angle modulation. 

B. Limits ot Linear Operation: 

In the absence ot a phase error .6.Qe ( t ) between the signal 

and local oscillator voltage, the feedback loop is not capable ot 

developing~ baseband voltage eBB' since from Equations (4.1), 

(4.2), and (4.8) 

(4.10) 

Thus a certain amount ot phase error is necessary to follow 

the rates ot change of the angular frequency deviation ot the modulated 

input signal. 

The peak angular t:requency deviation capable of being followed 

by the loop under linear operation is by definition 

=It F(p) o o eo (4oll}peakpeak 
linear linear 

where linearity implies 
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Now the limits ot linear performance are determined by the 

percentage departure of [o - sin Q] from linearity as a function 

of Q. 

W1th reference to Figure 5, showing Q - sin Q x 100 
0 

as a function of O, it will be observed that for 0 :: Ool, 0.3, 

o.5, o.7 and 0.9 the percentage departures of sin Q from linearity 

are .16, 1.5, 4.1, B.O and 12.7, respectively.. 

I 

:. + s (:, 7 g 9 10 II 

(e - s1t-1 e) J1.100 (Pr:RCENT) 
e 

. 

.. ~• .. "t 
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The limits of' linear pertormance will be considerably below 

a LlQ ( t) equal to one radian, f'rom the above considerationso AB
8 

linearity is a relative measure of' the degree of' non-linearity, then 

the permissible upper limit of' .Llge(t) in a specific application 

would be determined by the maximum allowable intermodulation distor

tion of' the system. 

Hence the peak angular frequency deviation tor linear opera

tion is given by 

K F(p)\sin(t)\ (4.12)<peak 
0000 

linear 

since Li Oe (t) < 1 radian tor linear operation. 

K F(p) is a maximwn when :r(p} =1 corresponding to either no low pass 

tilter or to modulating frequencies low in comparison to the 3db 

frequencies of' 1"(p). The maximum possible value ot .Llw{t) is given 

from Equation (4.1) as 

: K F(p) O o o o {4ol3)max 

corresponding to Isin TI. j • Let the maximum possible angular 
2 

frequency deviation Y , be donoted by Wdo 

Clearly under these conditions the pertormance is highly 

non-linear, as the higher order terms in the power series expansion 

are not negligible in comparison to L1 Qe ( t ) • Furthermore, if the 

angular frequency deviation of' the carrier were increased beyond 

~w(t ~max' ~~e loop is incapable of' developing the increased base

band voltage eBF, as sin A0e (t) is a decreasing tunction for 

.... 
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!I.< IAGe (t) )< n. Consequently the loop will 1'all out ot step for 

~hat period at time in which ~w( t ~ max is less than the instantaneous 

angular frequency deviation of the modulated carrier. 

c. 	 Steady State Linear Performance: 

(l ) 	 Phase Error as a hnction of Loop Parameters: 

The steady state linear performance of the phase-locked 

demodulator is completely specified from the closed loop transfer 

function T(p) defined in Equation (4.7). For steady.state performance 

T(p) - T(jw) •• 0. ( 4.14) 

and T( jw), being a complex number, will in general be given by 

T( jw) : 0000fos B(w) + j sin B(wD 	 (4.15) 

eJ B(w) (4.16}0 •• 0 = 

where T(jw) and B(w) are the amplitude and phase shift characteristics 

respectively, of the closed loop transfer functiono 

With regard to system performance, one is interested in 

reproducing the variations ot Qs(t) with a minimum degree of frequency 

and phase shi1't distortion within the bandwidth containing the 

frequency spectrum of the desired angle modulation, and at the same 

time insuring the minimum possible noise bandwidth tor the closed 

loop transfer function T(jwJ. In addition, linear operation af the 

loop restricts the phase error .b,Q (t), which is necessary1'or the
9 
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tracking operation, to fractions of a radiano 

The peak angular frequency deviation capable of' being followed 

by the loop f' or linear operation is given f'rom Equation (4.11) as 

=X: F(p)peak peak 
0 

linear linear 

where [flQ {t) I~ < [Li.Q (t) I tor linear operation.
6 6 
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Now tor linear steady state operationAQe(t) is given as 

b,JJ (t): Q {t) [l - T{jw)] • • • • (4ol7)e s 

since o1 (t) =T(jw) Os~-) under steady state operation by Equation 

(4.6) 

The dependence of Li. Qe ( t ) on the ampl.itude and phase shift 

characteristics may be seen by substituting Equation (4.15) into 

(4.17) to yield 

Li.Oe(t) =Qs(t) {1 - IT(jw)I [cos B(w) +J sin B(w>J} (4.18) 

or 

.LlOe(t) =Os(t+~) [1 - 2 [T(jw}I ·cos B(w) +j·1•(jw) j 2] i 
•••• {4ol9) 

where 

O : arc tan - tT( jw) I • sin B(w) ( 4. 20)• 0 0 0 

1 - IT( jw) I· cos B(w) 

An expression f'or Ll Qe (t) could equally well be expressed in the form 
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fl.Q (t) =Q (t) [1 - K F(jw) J •••• (4.21.}
8 8 jw + K F(jw) 

by definition of T(jw} from Equation (4.7) 

(4.22)AfJ (t) : Q8 (t) [ jw J = Q8 (t} [ 1 J 
e jw + K F{jw) 1 +K J(jw) 


jw 


where the term K F(JwJ is a dimensionless frnction of frequency. 
jw 

I:f' Qs(t) is a sinusoidal :function of time defined by 

•••• (4.23) 


then from Equatioil.. (4.19) or (4.22) it is seen that the error 

voltage flQe (t) is a sinusoidal. wave having the same frequency as 

Qs(t), but having an amplitude and phase shift which are a function 

ot frequency and the closed loop parameters. Suppose that the 

angular frequency deviation ot the modulated input carrier was 

adjusted such that the loop pertormance was close to the point of 

being perceptively non-linear, at a modulating frequency, such 

that in Equation (4.22) I K ~~jwJ )>>l 

Bow if' the angular frequency deviation were held constant while the 

modulating frequency wa were varied towards the 3db frequency of the 

closed loop transfer function, then the performance ot the loop would 

be~ome increasingly nonlinear and in the limit the loop would lose 

synchronism, tor that period of time during which tbe frequency/ 

deviation ot the carrier exceeds K F(jw), as discussed in connection 

with Equation (4.13). 
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(2) Amplitude, Phase-shift and Phase Error Characteristics: 

It will be instructive to examine the closed loop transfer 

function T(p) for F(p), defined by the one pole low pass filter 

shown in :rigure 6. 

I 

Figure 6. 

By inspection 

F(p) : e : 1 "" ( 4. 24)0 • 

~ l+pT 

ein 


where T: RC (4.. 25)0 90. 

but T(p) = KF(pl :f'romEquation (4.7) • 
p+KFp)· 

Substitution ot (4.24) into (4.7) gives 

~(p) - K (4.26) 
p(l + pT) + K 

0000 

or expressed in the standard form 
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.. o. {4.27) 

in terms Of the poles at the function 


T(p) =___w_o2____ 
 ..... (4028) 
(p - Pl) (p - PJ."' ) 

where the :following definitions are involved 

w : _! i the closed loop natural resonant frequency
0 

T 

o<.: 1. the real component of the complex poles 

gr 


a =oL the 	damping factor 
•o 

P1 : - <>l + j •o ( l - ~ 2) i Roots of' denominator 


P{ = - o<. ... j w (1 - S 2) i
0 

I 

The steady state transfer function is given trom Equation (4.27) 

tor p =jw as 

w2
T(jw) -- 0 	 0000 (4.30) 

;: 
0 

2 [- ,iC + 2 0 Jw 

w 2 w 2 


0 0 
+j 

or 

T(jw) -- 1 0000 (4.31) 

1 -(;~ 2 + 2.i ~ w 
'IQ 

, since ~ =	o<. by detinition. 
Wo 
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Now J• B(w) 
e from Equation (4ol6) 

thus for the particuJ.ar F(p) considered 

o • o • ( 4o32) 

and 
2 ~ w 

(4.33)
-B(w) = 0000 

arc tan f -(i!J 2] 

which follows by definition from an examination of (4o3) 

The amplitude and phase shift characteristics jT( jw) j and 

B(w) are presented graphically as a function of w and 2i in 

Figures 7 and 8 respectively. 

The linear steady state error 6,Qe (t} is given from Equation 

(4.17) as 

The variation of [lQe(t) as a function of frequency is determined by 

the vector quantity 1 - T(jw} • This quantity can be readily 

constructed as a polar plot from the amplitude and phase shif't 

characteristics; this plot is presented in Figure 9. 

http:particuJ.ar
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(3} 	 Comparison of Performance With and Without the Low 


Pass Filter: 


It is of interest to compare the performance of the feedback 

demodulation with and without a low pass filter F(p). If F(p) = 1 + j 0 

corresponding to no low pass filter, then from Equation (4o26) 

T(jw) : K 
p+K 

where wd =K by definition associated with (4.13}. 

The 	 transient response of the feedback demodulator is sluggish 

for F(p) =l+j 0 since the closed loop transfer function contains a 

simple pole located on the negative real axis. The addition of the 

low pass filter F(p) defined by Equation (4.24}, can provide improved 

transient performance, however, the 3db frequencies are greater than 

that 	for the loop without a f'il ter, by an amount determined by the 

damping :f"actor. 

It would be use:f"ul to compare the curves of T( jw) for both 

ca~ as a function of frequency to observe the relation between the 

., 3db frequencies o:f" the two transfer functions. This can be done by 

determining the relation between w0 and wa, and plotting Equations 

(4.31) and (4.34) as a function of .!t..• 
wa 


-· ' 
 By- definition from Equation (4.29) 

WO:~ 
T 
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d:ol:1 

wo -zr-[--~J-i-

Let the time constant T of the filter F(p} in Equation (4o24) 

be defined as L• The product :KT must be a dimensionless number n1 , 

given by 

n1 0000BT : Vid = 
WF 

Substituting Equation (4.34) into w0 and~ gives 

0000 (4.36) 

•• 0.s :_l.........,. ( 4.37)

2Vni 

Now 

= w 1 0000 

llo 
0 

vni 

Thus the frequency scale o:f' Figure 6, when multiplied by .J:_ for each 

Vlli
damping factor, gives rise to the desired comparison curve shown in 

Figure 10. (Pf>..&E -as) 

The low pass filter, although improving the transient performance 

is seen to result in an increase in the noise bandwidth in comparison 

to the case with no filter. At the same time :f'or those frequencies 

w < wd, the factor l - T( jw} is less than that tor the case with no 

filter, resulting in a reduction in the deviation capable o:f' being 
j)\ 

followed Bf the frequency range w< wd. 

The parameters of' the loop are determined by the deviation and 
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modulating frequency of the input FM wavee For a narrowband l'M 

wave the bandwidth requirements are essentially determined by the 

highest modulating frequency w , while for the wideband FM max 

case the bandwidth is essentially determined by the peak angular 

frequency deViation. However, for a given desired damping factor, 

this implies that the loop is capable of following a larger deviation 

than actually required. This is due to the fact that the deviation 

capable of being followed and the 3db frequency are intimately 

related for a given damping factor. 

Suppose for example, that the high.est modulating frequency 

wmax, to be followed is wma:x: =50 kc/s, and that the peak angular 

frequency deviation o:t the FM wave is in one case 10 kc/s and in 

another lOQ,~kc/s. Since from Equation (4.1) 

= K F(p) If'.1Qe(t) I peakpeak 
linear linear 

where \t.ee~t)\ ~ depends on the permissible distortion, then 
li'l'teO..Y 

for the angular frequency devit:tions of the FM waves to be 

fo I \owed I i Y\ea.r I::t 

I.t.wttlj : 10 kc/ s in the first case 
p~ 
\\'l\«o,'( 

and \ .t.w<t)\ : loo kc/s in the second case .. 
l'll<lk,:.,,eo,.,. 

It for example,\ .t.~)\ is taken ru:: 
pea.t< 

~ this implies that 

\:Y"lea.'" 
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for case oneEhun: 20 ~s 

and !bun • 200 kc/s J for the second case 

-These values of ~n are based on the re quireme;nt s of angular 

:frequency deviation, and have not been related to the actual value of 

K, associated with a particular dampening factor and 3db bandwidth in 

Figure 7. 1Vhen this is done it will be seen that in general either 

K or the 3db frequency of the loop might be larger than ~n and wmax 

for the narrowband and wideband cases, respectively. 

For the simple low pass filter an attempt to reduce the band

width of the closed loop response may result in an adverse effect on 

the transient response and the angular :frequency deviation capable of 

being followed by the loop. A modified low pass :f_ilter, such as shown 

in Figure 11, will allow a certain degree of freedom in this respectSo 

It will be recognized that the limit cases of F(p) as defined below, 

correspond to no filter or the simple low pass filtero 

C2 

0 

R, 	

dbl 
OR~ c, 

~1 

Tc, 
o I e 0 0 

F ( p) : 	 p e1 Rg + l F(p) : P;Rl c2 +1 

P c1 (R1 + ~} + l p I1_ (cl+ c2}+l 

Figure llo 
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D. Transient Linear Performance: 

The closed loop transfer function under linear operation for 

F(p) defined as in Equation (4.24) is given by 

Ql(t) ='!'(p) = w2 from (4.28}
0 

Qs(t) 

or 

T{p} •••• (4.39) 

from substitution of p1 and pl as defined in (4.29). 

It will be instructive to examine the response at the feedback 

system to a "s~ep" of the input phase Q
8 
(t). 

Hence by definition let 

Qs(t) =m fort >o 
•••• (4o40} 

Q8 (t) =o fort< o 

Taking the Laplace Tran.sf o nn of the :t'unct ion Q ( t ) and sub sti tut ing
8 

in Equation (4.39), where the differential operator p is replaced by 

the complex frequency variable s, yields 

~{s) :m •o•• (4.41)
-::,os-,.[_s_+-____~j:-w- ~'="~]"'!"o<. 0 --:-Vi..--"""~P!:'~J,..,...~-+-o<.---:-jw-0---,~;:;lr==-:=i-.. 

since 
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Oi_(s) may be expanded as 

o.. • {4o42) · 

Evaluating the coef'f'icients gives 

ooeo {4o43) 

by definition of Equations (4.41) and (4.42) 

or by substitution 

-- = 1 (4o44}0000 

similarly, by definition 

.... (4.45) 
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w 2 - 10 -2-(l____&_2_)_ji~1-+__d_2___l__l_e_jl-
-

L i -~ 2J 

.. oo (4.46) 

where r= arc tan $ 

fa -~ 2 

al.so, by definition 

a3 = ('\(•). t+-"' t-j•o ~l -$~ s =_,,,_ - jwo. V1 ->2 

•••• {4 0 47) 

or by substitution 

w2 

J= 0 

- 2w 2(1 - h 2) ·[ 1 - j s 
0 v1-~2 

=-i 

.... o (4.48) 

Thus taking the inverse Laplace Transforms 
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t_-l a • 1 
...1. 
s 

e • • o { 4o 49) 

The summation of the inverse transforms yields the desired time function, 

nanely ~ (t), so 

Q(t) 1-.1.· I .e - o( t 
i = . 2 V1-~2 
m 

oeo o (4.,50) 

or, by definition of. the cosine function 

- o<. t 
e ...~{t) = l - • cos [w J1 - ~ 2 t -f ] (4.51)

V1 -~ 2 0 0000 

m 

Q (t) could also be expressed in terms of a sine function since, by 

definition of the right angle triangle defining 

iso0 = 90° + r +){ 

1 
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Then 

so 

•••• (4.52) 

~{t) is plotted as a function of ~ and t in Figure 12 

m 

1.s 
Ill 
a 
:J.._ 
z 
l'1 
< 
! 

1.0 

(l 
Ill 

' 
~ 
..J 
< 
~ 
~ 
0 
z o.s 

1.0 

Figure 12 
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It will be seen that both the sluggish and oscillatory 

responses result in an appreciable squared phase error. The phase 

error l!JJiJe ( t) is given as 

[lg (t) =Q (t) - Ql(t)e s 

Hence for Q (t) a step function, defined as in Equation {4.40),s . 

the integrated squared error is 

Q() 	 <P 

~Lige ( t ) 2 dt =m2 5[ 
{4.53) 

It can be shown that the function is a minimum for ~ =0.5. The 

significance of the term m, in defining the step function, is that 

the value of the step for linear operation of the loop requires 

lllQe{t) I 3 << ILJQe(t) 
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which implies that 	m3 < < m 
31 

It will be recognized that this value of m for linear opera

tion will be several times less than the maximum value at 49e(t) 

for linear operation under steady state conditions with sinusoidal 

excitation, since from Equation (4.17) 

- o( t e 



if the signal modulation is assumed to be a single sinusoido 

The reason for the great difference in phase errors under step 

function and sinusoidal excitation is due to the fact that there 

is initially no feedback for a phase step, hence the phase error 

at that instant is just the ma.;<:~nitude of the phase stepo 

On the other hand for a ramp phase function corresponding to 

a frequency step function, 

Qs(t) : 0 for t<.O 
ooeo (4o54))Qs{ t ) = flw. t fort >O 

- Since, by Equation {4o7) 

Ql (t) = Qs(t) T{p) 

then 

'-.. 
p"Ql(t) : P Qs(t) T(p) o o eo ( 4o55} 

But for Qs(t) defined as in Equation (4o54), the transient performance 

to a frequency step [1w, is given by substitution of Equation (4o55) 

as 

0000 (4o56} 

Taking the Laplace Transform of Equation (4o56) yields 
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eooo 

But the function 1'.lU has already been evaluated for a phase step 9 

s 
thus the inverse transform of w1 (s) can immediately be written as 

sin [ • 0 V1 - a2t +- KJ} 
o o o o (4o58} 

by comparison with Xquation (4.52}~ 

In contrast to the permissible phase step tor transient 

linear operation, the magnitude ot the frequency step tor linear 

operation is essentially the s~ as the peak angular :frequency 

deviation for steady state operation. This is due to the fact that 

the phase input to the :feedback loop does not contain a discontinuity 

at t =o. The expression at the phase response for the frequency step 

can be obtained upon integration at ~quation (4.58). 

Ql(t} 

t +-aj}dt 
o o o e ( 4o 59) 

The considerations for optinnLm da..~ping factor apply as well in this 

case. If the transient is assumed to exist for time t 1 with propeir 

damping, then 

~(t) = /J.w J
t.1 

0 

dt 
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Vi -s2 t + -":]} dt 

o o o o (4o61) 

~Aw t fort >> t 1 



SECTION V 

NOISE PERFORMANCE OF TEE CONVENTIONAL :inr RECEIVER 

A. Conp'osi i e Vlaveform Prior to the Amplitude I,imiter: 

Let es and ei as defined in E~ations (8.1) and (802) 

represent the desired and inter.t'ering signals within the IF 
\ . ' 

noise bandndth prior to the liniter at.' a conventional F.M receivero 

The resultant instantaneous voltage er, due to tbe desired 

and interfering signal is thus 

•r ="s+ "i (5ol)=(Re) {x•.ej ["kt+ 9a(t)~ 0000 

.•{i +../~xi •j [•nt + .dn - 9•(t.J]} 
Es 

or 

(5o2)0000 

where Mi and ~ (t) must necessarily be defined as below f'or 

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) to be consistento 

+Br

lMJ 2 =1 +- 2 ~x cos [_wnt + '1n - ~ 8 ( t)J 
-81 

2+@x cos ['"lit+ .dn - 98 (tlJ} 

2 
0000 {5o3)+ t;x sin ~n~ + .0n -98 (tJ]} 

49 
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and 

where Ax is defined asAEi / E • 
8 

But 'ti (t) is also given by 

co 
j [wnt +¢,,- Q8 (t)]}"'t.<t) : .2}-i)ntl 0

(Im) ~: 
h=I n 

oeeo (5o5) 

. <'. I 

Equation (5.5) is readily shown by taking the logarithm of' the vector 

M eJ 'f1i(t) .defined in (5.1) and selectins the "imaginary" part. 

~ .j[wnt +,tS.. -Q(tD
For the simple cage at ~.~x)e t...t.. 1 >the first term o"'lj 

-61 

of' the series defined by Equation (5.5) is important, thus for this case 

Biti (t) =~:x: sin[wnt + ~ - ~s(t)] •••• (5.6) 
VJ.,,::-81 

which at course agrees with the result from Equations (5.4) for the 

same conditions 

:a. Statistical Properties of' the Noise Interference: 

The mean and RMS values of' ei are given by a direct inspec

tion of' Equation (.S.2). However, because of the random phase rela

tions ~n' between noise components, t~ peak value of' e1 ImJ.st 

necessarily be of a statirtical nature. 

It would be con;,enient to express the interference ei in 

a form which lends itself to statistical evaluation as follows, 
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by definition at Equation {.8.2) 

Rearranging gives 

ei =(Be}fcos wkt + j sin wkt)J 

·{<~Ei cos (w,,t + j'ln) +J 

aoeo {5o'7) 

ar 

• i =Q:~E1 cos (•nt +A.>} •cos "kt 

•••• (5.,8)-{>~~Ei sin (wnt+ !'ln1 • sin "kt 


or 


• • • • (5. 9) 

· 	Where Ep(t) and Eq(t) are defined by Equation (5.8) and may be 

interpreted as the in phase and quadrature component at noise CJ! 

an equivalent noise carrier centered at wk. Due to the random 

nature at the problem the variables EP (t) and Eq(t) may be individually 

described by the guassian probability distribution as a consequence 

of the central limit theorem9• 

e1 could also be expressed in the form 



•••• 
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.. oo (5.10) 

: R(t} cos (WJct + ~) 

with R(t) defining the envelope af' the wave where 

and ~ = are tan Eq(t) 

EP(t) 

Now the statistical distribution in time ot Ep(t) and Eq(t) 

is given by 

0000 (5.11) 

2where C>"" is the mean square noise voltage within the IF noise band

width. 

(5.12) 

v2TT CJ 2 

by definition af' the gaussian probability distribution, where Ep and 

Eq are parliieuJ.ar values of EP(t) and Eq(t) o 

Thus the joint probability distribution af' ~ and Eq is 

-(E 2 +- E 2)/25" 2 
0000 = e P q (5.13) 

2TTo2 

and,after a suitable change of variableslO, 

http:parliieuJ.ar
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-R2'/2<J2
P(R, P) : Re 

2no-2 

thus 

P(R) =R e-R2/2~ {5.15) 
(J"" 2 

by integration over all values of ~~ 

since 

'2.lT 

•.•• (s.10)sP(R, ~)d ~ : P(R) 
0 

and ..., 
• • • • (S • l'7 ) 

5P(R, ~)dr : P(~) 
I:) 

E~uation {5.15) is known as the Rayleigh Probability Distribution. 

From the definitions ot E (t), E (t), R(t) and cos ~it followsp q ! 

that the '1-f (t) associated with the resultant signal plus noise could 

be expressed in the fonn below which will prove useful it a 

statistical evaluation of the noise effects are desired. 

I. 

co 

't.ct) - 2:" (-1 )n+l '(Im) 
Y'l=1 n 

•••• (5.18) 

valid for It_(t) I < 1 

If the first three terms ot the power series expansion ot 

~i(t) are written then 
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\ 

'f· (t) : 1il.1L sin [ ~ - Qs(t iJ 
1 E 

s 

0 0 0 • (-t- R::{t) sin 3 [p - Q8 (t)] 	 5. 19) 

3E8 !3 

c. 	 IF and Baseband Noise Spectrum Above Threshold .After the 

Limiter: 

Af'ter passage cL the waveform defined by Equation (5.2) 

thr,;ugh an ideal lirniter which removes the amplitude variations Mi 

of the waveform without modifying the zero crossings, one obtains 

af'ter filtering and prior to demodulation, the voltage elm where 

•••• (5.20) 


where E is the peak amplitude at the angle modulated sinusoid
lm 

elm' resulting from the limiting and filtering operationo 
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Tbe application of elm to an ideal frequency demodulator yields 

a demodulated baseband voltage eBJ!'' given by 

•••• (5.21) 

where kd is the sensitivity o:f' the demodulator in volts-sec and T( jw} 
~n radian 

is"equivalent transfer function to baseband frequencies, and is a 

dimensionless operator. 

For ~i{t) << l (well above the FM improvement threshold} 

only the first order term. in the expansion of 'Yi (t) is significant. 

Thus 

a, 


t., (t) = Bx sin[wnt + ~n - Q (t) J o ... (5.22.)

8 

-e, 

Tbe characteristic performance at inte:rm3diate and baseband 

frequencies of the FM demodulator well above the improvement thres

hold can readily be deduced from Equation (5.22) tor 'Vi (tJ defined 

by {5.24). 

It is af' interest to note that the mean signal/noise power 

ratio at the input to the demodulator is enhanced above that ratio 

in the noise bandwidth of the IF prior to limitingo Since this result 

is independent of Qs(t), the latter may be taken as zero tor convenience 

to demonstrate the point. 

Now since tor the assumed conditions, 
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•••• {5o23) 

•••• (5.24) 

then 

0 ... (5.25) 

by definition <:J! the Bessel Series expansion. 

But since ili_l (( 1 .tmn 
E 

s 

and 

and the higji.er order terms are zero, hence 

oeoe (5o26) 

The mean power is given by 

+ R2{t)]
8i"2 s 

o o o o {5o27) 

http:higji.er
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The ratio of the mean signal power to n:ean noise power is 

1 = 2E 2 I 
2. 

s 
•••• {5.28) 

~ 
4E 2 

s 

But the mean signal to noise power ratio at the li:rr:.iter input is 

E 2 
s •••• {5.29) 

and it is seen tba. t metm signal noise ratio is enbanced by a factor 

of 2 or 3db powerwise, tor iihe high signal/noise case. 
\ 

In a similar manner it can be shown that the signal noise 
1 

power ratio will be degraded by a maxinmm factor of 1T for {E )2<<R2(t)o 
- s4 

The actual IF or baseband frequency spectrum. for conditions af 

inter.t'erence and f1 (t) << 1 is given as follows, 

&1 

•im..=~ coa{ wkt + "•lt ) +!ft~ sin ["nt + ~ - 99 \tj]} 
•• 0 0 

er 

eBF =kd T(jw) L 1l'n /lx cos (wnt +Pu) o oe o ( 5.31) 
-Eli 

and 
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•••• (5.32) 


e~hilD\"tis 

which"k;the characteristic triangular spectrum of mas noise voltage 

tor an FM receivar well above the FM improvement threshold. Under 

these conditions the frequency spectrum at IF prior to demodulation 
~ 

will consist at the components 

•••• t5.Z3) 

as is apparent since 
B1 

.ej~flx sin l•nt + Ai,) 0... {5.:34-) 
-B1 

Similarly it 

but 

then the lF frequency spectrum prior to the demodulation contains 

those components 
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wk-rr + a+ 

The baseband ~requency spectrum for Q
8
(t) =ma sin wa~ and 


t_(t) << 1 is given as follows 


but 
~I 

2]l:x: sin[wnt +¢n - Illa, sin •at J 
-~, 

~ J[Wn.t + fJn - ma sin watJ- ~:x:(Im)e-
-B1 
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 •••• (5o59)= LA:x:(Im)e-j Ille. sin wat 
-B, ., ... 

= Ex(Im) . LJ-1)r Jr(ma) ej rWat ej('lfnt + ,On) 
- li1 -.P 

oo•• {5.40) 

hence 

•Bii' =lra T( jw) fa wacos .., at 
B1 "" 

+TI:x: I (-1 )r Jr{ma) • {r wa+ "n) •coo [ r wJ + •nt + ¢.n J}
e, _.., 

0 •• 0 (5.41) 

In the presence at signal modulation it is seen that well above 
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threshold, the noise spectrum at baseband is modified f'rom the no 

modulation case, being composed~of' a number of' triangular spectra 

centered at "! rwa, f'or r =o, :!: 1,-:!: 2 etc., with the upper limit 

of' r being determined by the modulation index. 

The mean square voltage (eBF) 2 above threshold is given 

by i:erf'orming the implied operation on Equation (5.41). 

the [s~ BF is essentially SBF tor fl x =O, divided by NBF' 

f'or ~ = o. 

: [ kd T(jw~ 2 
(Aw) 

2 

2 

S1 

(eBF)~
Jm = 0 

=c~ T(jw)] 2 L(•n>2 
-B1 

a 
~ 

["n3J • 
3 0 

uoo (5o43) 

-3 

Hence 

ee•o (5.44) 
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So 

(F)2 = 

•••• (5.45} 

where 2 ~B2 is the IF noise power in a double sideband AM system, 

and ~ B2 is the noise power in a single sideband AM system. 

D. Frequency Spectrum in the Threshold Region: 

Thus tar we have considered the performance of the conventional 

FM receiver well above the improvement threshold. Under these condit-ions 

the in-phase component Cit noise voltage EP(t) <<Es and the quadrature 

component Eq(t) <<Es• Hence the demodulated noise voltage of an 

ideal FM demo\iulator is that due to the quadrature component of noise 

within the noise bandwidth of the receiver regardless of whether a 

limiter were used or not. 

As the noise power NIF is increased relative to 

8IF =Es2, eventually the angle modulation due to the interference, 

f1 (~) n~ longe~ bears a linear relation with the sign.al noise ratio 

in the noise bandwidth of the receiver. 

This is due to the second order term of the "Yilt) series 

expansion, and is seen to be t~ product of noise beating with noise, 

since 

• 0. 0sin 2 j 
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or Ii, 

fi(t) = ~:x sin[wnt + ¢nJ 
-B, 

{5.47) 

where Equations {5.46), and {5.47) follow from (5.18), 

and {5.5), respectively taking the first two terms or the series and 

letting Q
8 

(t) =o. 

In the "threshold at FM improvemEllt" region the baseband 

output is characterized by two related features, one asso.ciated with 
+he en..,,elope

the statistical nature of~noise A a:ai the other associated with 

the mean signal/noise power ratio within the noise bandwidth at the 

receiver. 

The first feature characterizing the baseband volta~.and 

due to the statistical nature of noise, is that spikes of baseband 

voltage begin to occur in a particular region with a frequency or 

repetition which increases sharply as tre IF signal/noise ratio 

is decreased., 

The arigle modulation ~(t) ot the resultant carrier plus 

noise t_ lt) is given as 

0. 0 0t_(t) = R(t)/E8 sin~ (5.48) 

1 + R(t }/E8 cos ! 
tor R(t)/E < 1

8 
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or 

~(t) = 	- Es/R(t) sin~ •••• (5.49J 

1 + Es/R(t) cos ! 

forE /R(t)<ls 

where er = e
8 

+ ei are defined by Equations (3.1) and (3.2) 

and 
•••• {5.50) 

for R{t )/Es< 1. 

er= (Re) 	R(t) eJ[wict + !J ~ + E/R{t) e-j !] •••• (5.51) 

for Es/R{t) < l. 
2For a given mean white noise power density, denoted by a-- , 

the probable values of R{t) are given by the Rayleigh probability 

distribution. An increase in noise power is associated with an 

increasing probability of a particular noise voltage. The random 

phase orientation ~' ot the equivalent noise vector R{t) cos J, 
is however uniformly distributed and independent of 0-- 2• 

As long as R{t) has a negligible probability of exceeding 

the carrier for a given ~/N]D'' then the angle modulation 't'i { t) 

will be con:t'ined to the region 

For an increasing noise power relative to the carrier power 

it becomes more probable that the angle modulation ri(t) will be 
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given by 

and that the instantaneous zero crossings ot the composite waveform 

be controlled by noise. 

As the occurrence at baseband spikes can be correlated with 

-the evwelo~
the probability <JtAnoise A exceeding the carrier it would be 

instructive to plot this probability for a range of ~/N]IF• 

The probability ot occurrence of a :particular noise voltage 

is given from the llayleigh distribution in Equation (5.15) as 

hence the probability that R lies between 0 to R is just 

R 

5P(R) dK: • • • • (5. 62} 
0 

Thus the probability that R lies outside this range is 

1 - •• 09 (5.53) 

By detinition~/N]IF • Es2 , thus the probability that R exceeds 

2cr-2 

E for a given ~/B] IF is 
8 
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P(R~ =e -(S/N )IF •••• l5.54) 
JR>E s 

This function is plotted in Figure 13. 
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Figuxe 13. 
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The second feature associated with the threshold per.t'ormance 

at an FM receiver is that the curve of demodulated me noise voltage 

(or nean power) versus IF signal noise ratio departs from linearity 

as that ratio is decreased in the threshold region with the effect 

showing up more sharply at the lower baseband frequencies than the 

higher. 

Now in this region the frequency spectrum ot noise voltage 

may be obtained from Equation (5.5 ). 

It will be realized that the second term representing the 

squariJ:l,g operation on N1 noise components must contain (Nl) 2 

components ot the tol!Il 

~A x2 ej[Wn + wn)t + /Jn+ An] 

~ .Lix2 sin[twn + •m>t +- .0n + An] 

The number o:t spectral components at a given frequency 

•q : "'n + •m is clearly given by solution ot the linear algebretic 

equation q = nt-m for all n and m, where n is a ~mber of one 

set o:t Nl oomponents and m is a member of the other set ot N1 

components, (with half o:f' the components upper sideband and the 

remaining halt lower sidebands). 

Although the cormnu.tative law holds tor addition of 

frequencies this is clearly not the case tor phase angles because 

of their random nature, hence ¢n + An, =F Pn + m•· 

At the center at the noise bandwidth the number o:f' spectral 

··~." 
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components is given by O : n +m, which to be satisfied implies 

m : - n :t'or all n and m, consequently there will be N1 components 

Similarly at •q = +2 Bi the number or components is given 

by ± q • n +m = t Nl 

thus + q = Nl =n+m can only be satisfied by one value of 


n and m, namely n =m • + N1/2, 


since this is the maximum value o:t' n and m,. and. 


-q : - Nl = n +m similarly implies n =m = -.Nl/2. 


Thus a graph ot the number of randomly phased contributions 

in the second order term as 'Q.-f',..,._ric.'bon or frequency may be immediately 

drawn since the equation defining the curve has been shown to be 

that of a straight line and the end points have been defined. 

N' 

N(w) =N
11 

2:!1\
(1-1w \) 

'2.N' 
f'Re~\kf:.NC '{ 

t>I\/ IS I 01'1$ 

Figure J.4. 

http:f'Re~\kf:.NC
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With reference to Figure 14 it is seen that since the frequency -- · 

interval 411_ is assumed divided into 2N~ components, then the total 

number ot spectral components in the sebond order term is just the area 

of the triangle. lfb.is area is by inspection i(2Nl)•Nl = (Nl) 2 , which 

provides a check on the model. 

Since ~i (t) for the threshold region is given from Equation 

{5.45) then 

Bt 

= L<~>2 + 
-81 2 

•o•o (5. 55) 

where N1 (1 - 1JtL ) is the number at spectral components within the band 
2Bi_ 

0 "- lwl <- 2B trom inspection at Figure 14.
1 

But by definition 

: {N/S)IF dw 

2B:t 

and substitution for ( AX) 2 into (5.52} yields 

61 '2.e1 

~'t'i(t)1 2 - 2 slN/S)ll' dw ~5 (N/s); dw N1 (1 - w ) -
2Bi_ 

+ 
2Bi_ ;r- 2Bi 

0 2 2 
0 

-- i(N/S)IJ' + 1/8 (N/S) 2 dw 
IJ' 2Bi 

+ 1/8 (N/S) 2 
IF oee• (5o56) 
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If' the interference were a single sine wave component ot the S8111A 

mean noise power NIF =IS'" 2 then 'f (t) is given by1 

sin 2(w t + tJ. )t{t) - ~2 n n-V (Es)2 

The mean square value at r1(t) is then 

a-4+ 
2l!l 4 

s 

: i(N/S)IF + 1/8 lN/s) 2 
IF 

which is the same :magnitude as far the case .or white noise interference o 

./
The demodulated baseband voltage. ~eBll' in this region is given by 

d 
dt 

: r,,_T(jw) { t."n "X cos [wnt-+ P,.J 

.. o. (5. e7) 

The mean squared baseband noise voltage is then 
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+ 


or 

2
(eBF) : [Xa,T( jw)J 

2{f~/ (N/S)D' dw + 
0 2B

1 

ooee 

For the conventional FM demodulator the bandwidth at T( jw) is 

determined by the highest m.odulatiDg frequency, hence only noise within 

these limits will contribute to eBr• 

The departure ot (e:ar)2 due to noise versus (N/S)IF is seen from 

Equation (5.58). 



SECTION VI 


NOISE. PEHFORMANc,"E OF TEE PHASE-LOOEl!!D FM DEMODULATOR 


A. 	 Above Threshold Noise Pe.rtormance: 

(l) 	 Comparison With the Conventional .FM Demodulator 

'!'he general pert'or:mance of phase-locked feedback demodulator 

incorporating a balanced phase detector is given from Equation (3.6) 

as 

For the purposes of analysis it will be convenient to express 

the signal plus noise in terms of a composite waveform as follows: 

(Im)ej [Qs(t) pQ1(t) =XF(p) - Qi(t[] {1+ !.~E1•j["nt +- Pn 9s(t)]~ 
E" -91 s 

•••• (6.l) 

•••• (6.2) 

= !Or(p) Mi sin ~s(t) - ~(t) + t.(t)] 

71 
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J 

I 
It will be noted that Mi and 'Vi ( t) have been pre/viously 

defined in Equations (5.3) and (5.4) respectively• It will be 

shown that tor the phase locked demodulator, th$ limits at ~ 

and_ ~i (t) are essentially set by the closed loop noise bandwidth 

of the feedback loop. 

Let the pbase error AQe ( t ) under general condi t i-ons 

of sign~l-modulation ani interference be defined as 

0 .. (6.3)0 

Linear operation of the phase detector implies 

Thus under these conditions 

• • • • (6.+) 

Rearranging gives 

~ ( t J + RF (p) Mi e,(I:.) = [Qs(t) + filt}]kR'ri)tv'; • • • • ( 6 • .5) 

p p 

Under conditions of no interference it is seen that Equation (6.4) 

reduces to Equation (4. 4 ). The linear no -interference per.f'orn:ance 

has been previously examined in section ,IV. ~ may be regarded as 

a time varying coefficient and well above tl::e FM threshold, ~ equals 

unity. 
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Under conditions o:t inter:f'e:tence and linearity the baseband 

voltage eBI!' is given by 

• • . . l 6. 6 J 

which is identical in form to that tor the conventional FM 

receiver above threshold. 

B1 

eg: ~ Lwn Ax cos(wnt + ~) .... (6. 7) 
K3 -51 

which indicates the triangular distribution of' .RMS noise voltage 

versus f'·requency common to an ideal FM demodulator. J'or Q (t) =IDa,8 

sin wat, ~is given by equation (5.41) for the corresponding 

conditions. 

It is apparent that for this region of operation the phase-

locked FM demodulator and the conventional FM demodulator exhibit 

identical perf'o:rmance. For this region of' operation the magnitude 

of Mi is essentially unity and hence the loop parameters are 

unmodified from their no interference value. 
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(2) Noise Modulation ot the VCO 

The mean square noise modulation ot the VCO under conditions 

ot zero signal modulation and above threshold is given from Equation 

{6.4) as 

•• 0 • ( 6.. 8 ) 

But '\l1(t) is defined in Equation (5.b) as 

B1 

'2:= Ax sin(wnt + ~) , hence 
-s, 

81 


2 2 
 (Ax)2[~<t>] -- L j T{jw) J 

2-B1 '>rf<:., 

- L
B1 

jT{jw) I 2 ~2 .0.. (609 )-
-81 2 

By definition (.l.\x) 2 : 2~dw : (N/S)IF ~ 

~s)2 2Bi 

Substitution into (6.10) yields 

: l (N/S) dw • • • • (6.10) 
- IF2 

The noise bandwidth 2B associated with the closed loop transfer2 

function T{jw} is defined as 

f
DO 

IT{jw)J 22B2 =· dw •••• (6 ..11) 
-ao 

where integration is from - e.o to ""° because the noise spectrum 

applied to the phase detector is symmetrical about the IF frequency. 

If' 2B2<< 2Bi then for this case integration over the limits 
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-B to Bi_ would yield the same result as integration from - c,,o to 

o0 , that is to say, 

Hence under these conditions 

[Q1(tTI 2 = i (N/S)Il!' ~ ooo• (6ol2} 

Bl 

Alternately, if B2>>B:J., then 

0000 (S.13} 

The bandwidth requirements ot the feedback demodulator are 

determined by the highest modulating frequency and peak deviation 

ot the FM wave to be demodulated. These considerations have been 

dealt with in Section IV. The FM threshold in the conventional l!'M 

demodulator is determined by the IF bandwidth 2B:J. prior to the 

limiter as discussed in Section v. As the relative noise immunity 

ot the phase-locked demodulator in comparison to the conventional 

FM demodulator is determined by the ratio B2/Bi, the case where 

B2 is appreciably less than Bi. will be examined in detail. For the 

phase-locked demodulator the phase of a reference or local oscillator 

voltage is correlated to the phase ot the composite input wave by 

virtue ot the negative feedback action ot the closed loop. The 

essential spectral contributions to the VCO phase lie within the 
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closed loop noise bandwidth 2B of the feedback loop, consequently2 

it is these components which determine the extent to which the 

demodulated signal is corrupted by noise. 

The mean square angle modulation of the VCO by noise is 

defined by Equation (6.10) for any arbitrary noise bandwidth 2B2 • 

SUpp~se that the closed loop transfer function ot noise bandwidth 

2B is defined by
2 

jT( jw)j =1 for o < fwI< B2 
(6014)

~<J•'I =o for lw j ;:. B2 

0090 

and that the phase characteristic Blw) associated with T{jw) is 

suitable tor following the desired signal modulation within the 

noise bandwidth. Under these assumptions the phase-locked 

demodulator would be immune to noise outside the noise bandwidth 

2B • Under these eondi tions the mean square angle modulation is
2 

given by 

~1 (t~ 2 
: t 

B2.. 

(N/S)JF J~ 
-IJ'.2.. 

oooe ( 6015) 

The magnitude of ~lt)J 2 for this ease is identical to that in 

Equation l.6.13) ... ll'or the ease defined by Equation {6.15) 1t follows 

from Equation (6.1) that 
.. ~· 81 8'2. 

!Ol'(p) ~LI.>;sin [ ( •nt + ~) - ~ (t J] =BF(p) LAx sin [<wnt + ¢n_) 

- Qe {t >] . --... 
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B1 

since KF(p) 2 2=°Ax sin[(lrnt + Pn) - ~(t)] must be zero 

8'2.. 

in order tor components in this band not to modulate the VCO. 

Hence the limits of fi(t) need only be taken over the 

limits -B2 < w < B in Equation (6.4).
2 

Yor the closed loop transter function T(jw) departing 

from the idealized case, the difference between the actual and 

idealized transfer function is implicit in Equation (6.10) 

2["i (t l] 2 =i 
{ 
2f1 
~ 

T(Jw) J2 
dw + 2f

81 

JT! J•l J(N/S)D' 

0 2Bl 82. 2Bi 

since 

oo•• ( 6.,16) 

The extent to which noise components outside the bandwidth 2B2 

are effective in modulating the VCO is determined by the relative 

magnitude ot the two terms in the above equation. A typical 

spectrum ot mean square angle modulation of the VCO by noise is 

depicted in Yigure 15 

r:---z:--:r----=:1 
i---'l.aa_~ 

------'2.61------

Figure 15. 

l3) Phase Error Above Threshold 

The phase error f:._g 8 ( t) tor linear operation is given 

by definition as 

http:i---'l.aa
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•••• {6.17) 


The mean is given as 

for 	zero correlation between Q
8 

{t) and tilt). 

It is seen that an increase in the mean square phase error 

must be associated with an increase in either the mean square signal 

modulation or the (S/N) :a• Thus for a higher Rms modulation index 

asaoeiated with 4s(t), (with Q8 (t) represented as a single sinusoid 

or a summation of randomly phased sinusoids), departure from linearity 

in loop performance will oeeur at a higher (S/N)IF then would be the 

..... 	 .. ' 
ease for a lower modulation index. 

For T( jw) defined by the idealized tranf¢er function, the 

mean square phase error associated with noise is due to those 

components lying within the noise bandwidth 2B2 , which have been 

translated from their synmietrical position at the IF frequency to 

a symmetrical position centered about zero :frequeneyo · For the non-

idealized transfer function, the mean square angle modulation at the 

VOO by noise is e saentially due to these. components lying within the 

noise bandwidth 2B •
2

B. 	 Threshold Effects 

(1),, General Considerations 



The general equation for system performance is given by 

Equation (6.2) as 

The definition of' the FM threshold of' the phase-locked FM 

demodulator must necessarily be based on those characteristics 

observed for the conventional FM demodulator under threshold 

conditions. This implies such features as the onset ot a non

linear relati.on between (S/N)BB' as a i"Unction of (S/N )IF' or the 

frequency of' occurrence of baseband "spikes" associated with the 

impulsive frequency modulation of the carrier by noise. 

There is, however, associated with the phase-locked FM 

demodulator certain features not encountered in the conventional 

FM demodulator which contribute to per.fo:miance characteristic 

ot threshold operation. The imperfection of the phase detector 

requires that IL\Qe(t}I~< jAQ
6 

(t} 
1I , to pr:vent intermodula

31 

tion of the signal and noise. At the same. time a certain h.Ge.lt) 

is required tor the maximum frequency deviations of' the modulated 

carrier to be followed. It is apparent that one could have through 

improper design, noise and signal crossproducts occurring at a 

(S/N)D' above the minimum (S/N)IF at which these ettects would be 

observed. This is because the phase error~Qe (t) is due to both 

Q (t) SJl6'I. ri(t). The time varying coefficient Mi is seen to result 

in a modulation of' the loop gain K :f'rom the no interference value o 

8 

http:relati.on


So 

•11 above the l!'M threshold the effect of Mi on the loop pertormance 

is negligable. With ~ departing from unity as the threshold region 

is approached, the presence or Mi 
results in a modulation of the damping factor and bandwidth of the 

feedback loop. 

In addition to these factors peculiar to the phase-locked 

l!'M demodulator, the expansion or ~ (t) contains cross products 

which becoIIJ3 important in the thre.shold region as is the case for 

the conventional FM receiver. In the threshold region of a 

conventional FM demodulator additional filtering a:tter the limiter 

cannot alter the FM threshold. This is due to the fact that the 

spectrum of noise mapped onto the phase or the pure angle modulated 

wave at the limiter out put, is set by conditions existing at the 

input terminals to the limiter. This is in contrast to the phase-

locked demodulator in which a narrow band circuit can be inserted 

attar the wideband IF with the threshold being set by the noise 

bandwidth of the feedback demodulatoro This is due to the fact 

that no non-linear operation is pertormed upon the composite wave

form in the IF prior to the demodulatoro 

(2) Threshold Limits 

Two extreIIJ3 cases or system operation are apparent from 

Equation (6.1). l!'irstly, with no interterence LlEi =o, hence 

.... 
' 
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Alternately with Es =o and .1.Ei t o 

since ~ : '1 Es and ~ : /1 Ei/Ea by definition. For this latter 

case the balanced multiplier operates as a frequency changer with 

the IF noise spectrum being translated about zero frequency. The 

feedback OJ_(t) ·results in an angle modulation of each noise 

component which has no useful effect. Between these extreme cases 

lies the normal operating conditions encountered in a practical 

system. 

Ulider conditions of linear operation or the loop the mean 

square angle modUlation of the VCO by noise for no signal modulation 

is g1 ven from Equation (6.12) for B2 appreciably leas than Bi as 

: i (N/S)IF B2 

Bi" 
It is desired to examine the minimum (S/N)IF at which threshold 

effects, such as noise cross products and noise spikes, occur for 

the phase-locked demodulator. Let the noise interterence be 
... 
, represented by a single interfering sinusoid or angular frequency 

"k +wn within the noise bandwidth 2B centered at the IF frequency2 


and producing the same mean square angle modulation or the vco. 


Thus the necessary intertering vector is given by 

•••• (6.19) 
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and the angle modulation fi (t) associated w.l th the~ composite wave

torm of signal plus noise at the phase detector input is 

~i (t) : , /(N/S)r:E ~ sin(Wn.t -f- Ail' - i (N/S)IB' B2 sin[ 

v 13i 13i 

•••• (6.20) 


from the powe~ series expansion of ~ (t) defined in Equation (5.5 ) • 

llell above the l!'M threshold, corresponding to the second order term 

being negligable it is seen that the angle modulation of the VCO is 

[Q1 (tD2 
: i (N/S)Jl' ,:], 

11. 
which is the same resu.J.t as far the interference constituted by 

white noise. '!'he mean square value of ~i (t) including the second 

order term is by inspection of Equation {6.20). ....._ 

.. eo (6.21} 

The corresponding mean square baseband voltage is from examination of 

Bquati on (6. 20) 

(eBr)2 :~3]2 • i{(N/S)IB' 
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Al.though the representation at the interference as a single sinusoidal 

wave:f'orm does not correspond to the physical reality experienced in 

practice, it does provide a picture o:f' general a:t"tects at interference 

upon the operation at the phase-locked oscillator. It will prove 

instruct!ve to examine the experimental performance o:f' the phase-locked 

oscillator for both single sine wave interference and white noise 

interference. This is done in Part C at the present section. 

Representation ~ the interference effects by a single 

atnusoidal interfering vector fails to take into account the random 

nature of the commonly encountered type o:f' interferen~e. It white 

noise centered at the IB' and within the noise bandwidth 2B2 is 

represented by an interfering vector having random in phase and 

quadrature components, then from Equation (5.10) 

•••• (6.23) 

-2
wi+h {ei) =(NlF) B2 by definition ) w~ere R1 lt) i 5 +he. en>Jelo~e 

B:i. of- no1~e WITHIN n+E ~ANl:>'INICTH 'i.6'2. 

The angle modulatiol\ ,fi (t) associated with the composite signal 

plus noise waveform within the noise bandwidth 2B is in the 'absence
2 

of signal_ modulation 

-r1(t) = (R1(t)/Es) sin! •••• (6.24) 

1 + (:R1-(t)/Es) cos ! 
. 

which is valid for (Rl(t )/Es)< 1 , corresponding to tbe zero crossings 

o:f' the waveform being controlled mainly by the carrier. The probable 
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values o1' nl(t) are defined by the Rayleigh probability distribution 

function of Equation (5.15 ) • 

It is evident that there will be particularly severe impulsive 

response when Rl(t) =Es for the appropriate values of!• .For R1 (t)<Es' 

and R1 (t)>Es, the zero crossings ot the composite nntorm are instantaneously 

controlled ma.inly the signal and noise respectively. The probability 

that the crest value of white noise exceeds 4 is given from tl:e 

Rayleigh distribution as o. o-a+ %. If' Ri (t) does not exceed Es for 

more than 0.0?>4- % o1' the ti.ma then 

(N/S) IF ~ : •••• {6.25) 

B:i. 
since the ere st value o1' the sine wave carrier equals ~. A :rooasure

~nt could be performed to determine the exact relation between the 

impulses at instantaneous freqtency deviation and the (S/N )D' for a 

particular l!'M receiver. 

The representation of the white noise interference by a 

summation of randomly phased sinusoids o1' the same mean incremental 

power is capable o1' yielding information on the statistical properties, 

as well as the actual frequency spectrwn of interference. By definition 

the equivalent input angle modulation to the phase-locked FM 

demodulator due to components within the noise bandwidth 2B is for
2 

~ (t) =o,a 
82.. 

~x sin(wnt + ¢n) - i 
-all 
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trom Equation (5.4-7) with the limits being taken over the noise band

. width 2B2. 

Above tm FM threshold only the tirst order terms at 'Vi (t) are 

important. The extent to which the second order terms are important 

as the threshold region is approached may be determined by evaluating 

~i ( t ~ 2 associated with both the first and second order terms. 

Following the corresponding development for the conventional FM 

demodulator in Equation (5.5&.), it can be shown that tor phase-

locked FM demodulator the equivalent input mean square angle modula

tion 
, 

due to noise components within the noise bandwidth 2B2 is 

• • • • (6.27) 

which is seen to correspond to that result tor the single interfering 

vector in Equation (6.21). 

For the conventional.. FM demodulator in the threshold region 

[%<til 2 is given from Equation (5.5{:.) as 

It is seen that tor a given (N/S)IF measured in the IF noise band

width ~' the percent contribution ot the second order term in 

~i('f1)]2 is less for the phase-locked FM demodulator by an amount 

proportional to B2 • Hence tor the phase-locked FM demodulator one 

Bi 
would expect freedom from threshold effects tor a higher range ot 
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(N/S)IF then for the conventional FM demodulator by an alD.Ount proportional. 

to B •2

Bi" 

c. Experimental Noise Perf'oimance: 

(1) Experimental Apparatus and Method of Measurement 

The interference perf'onnance of the phase-locked l!'M demodulator 

was investigated using the experimental arrangement shown in Figure 16. 

The apparatus not designated by a manu:f'acturers type number was at 

laboratory construction. The majority of the remaining apparatus was 

purchased with the aid of a grant from tl:e Defense Research Board. 

The noise generator comprises a back biased semiconductor 

noise diode followed by a high gain broad band two stage amplifier 

in an arrangement as indicated in the block diagram of Figure 17. 

'!'he exIJerimental. phase-locked FM demodulator is represented 

by the block diagram of Figure 18. The IF amplifier comprises two 

stages of staggered single tuned circuits plus the double tuned 

magnetically coupled interstage network associated with the balanced 

phase detector. The VCO comprises an LC phase shift oscillator and 

a reactance tube in which the quadrature component is derived tram 

the phase shift section. The AC equivalent circuit of the VCO is 

similar to a frequency modulator of this type described in a reference 

text bOOkll • 

The signal generator was adjusted to the nominal carrier 
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am.plitude and frequency. Fixed amounts ot interf'erence were added by
1 

adjusting the variable attenuator and the corresponding Rms signal 

and interf'erence voltages monitored on the :Rms voltmeter. 'rile base

band Rms interference voltage in the absence of signal modulation was 

measured in a 1 kc/s slot centered at various baseband frequencies 

as the (S/N)lF was varied over the range af operation cL the 

demodulator. For the same (S/.N) IF' tb:l corresponding baseband Rms 
.. 

signal ~oltage was masured in a 10 c/s bandwidth for a sinusoidal. 

test tone mowlation of the carrier• 

This procedure was followed tor broad band white noise 

interference and tor a single sinusoidal interfering vector lying 

within tb:l narrow band noise bandwidth 2B ot the phase-locked2 

demodulator. To further demonstrate the noise rejection properties 

of the demodulator the closed loop noise bandwidth was reduced from 

the above case and tor the same I1f noise power densities, the 

corresponding noise per:f'arma.nce was observed. 
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(2) .-x,perimemtal Rasults and Interpretation 

a. Single Interrering Vector 

The experimental performance ot the phase-locked oscillator tor 

a single interfering vector is shown in Figure 19. The baseband voltage 

was measured in the absence ar signal modulation, due to an interfering 

vector at "n/2Tt : 50 kc/s from the carrier. It is seen that tor 

(S/N)IF> > l within the noise bandwidth 2B2' the baseband inter.t.'erence 

output is linearly related to the. (S/N)Ill'. Under these conditions 

the baseband interference volta~ as viewed on the cathode ray 

oscilloscope is a pure sine wave at the dirterence frequency w • 
n 

As the ratio ot the Ill' interference to carrier amplitude increases, 

the wavetom departs trom a sine wave due principally to the second 

harmonic component associated with the second order term in the 

power series expansion ot 't(t). The equivalent input angle modula

tion to the feedback loop 'Yi ( t) under these cond.it ions is given 

from Equation ( 6.'l.O ) as 

where x •v(N/s)IF\(B2/~) • The corresponding baseband frequency 

voltage is given as 

elll: ~ T(jw) f"n cos (wnt + P,,l - f 2 "n cos 2(w,.t +.iln} 

The eX.Perim.Elltal results tar this region at operation are in good 

agreenent with the predicted val.'1:13. 
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In the absence <:£ interterence, linear operation at the phase 

detector requires that the modulation index and angular 1'requency 

deViation lie within certain limits as discussed in Section IV. If 
I 

these conditions are satis1'ied, then non-linear operation at the 

phase detector under conditions ot in.ter1'erence and signal modula

tion, is due to the presence r::L the interference. Non-linear operation 

01' the phase detector is associated with the cubic term ot the power 

series expansion 01' sin l/lQ Jt fl not being negligible in comparison 

to the 1'irst. This type o1' noli-lineari ty should be distinguished 1'rom.. 
the inherent non-linearity associated with the power aeries expansion 

of 'f1i(t). That the f'irst and second order terms associated with o/i(t), 

for Qs(t) =o, are demodulated as predicted by the linear 1'eedback 

loop analysis, tor the particular wn, serves to demonstrate that the 

phase detector is operated in the linear mode under these conditions. 

In the presence cL signal modulation and interference, and under 

conditions 01' linearity c:J: the phase detector, the baseband voltage 

is given from Equation (6.6) as 

tor p = d/dt 

or tor Q8 ( t) =• 'e. sin •at , 

•Bl!'= T~w) fa "'a cos "at + :x: L
00 

Jr(1Da)(-1{(rwa + lfn) cos [ 
-00 

...., 
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which is in the form ot Equation (5.43) and where the values :x: and Wn 

are such that operation at the phase detector is linear. In the 

presence at signal modul.ation the baseband voltage measured at wn 

and 2wn will be less by virtue of the energy being spread over a 

spectral range determined by the Bessel coefficients 1r(IDa) and 

J'r(2ina). From Equation (6.le) the mean square phase eITor under 

linear operation is 

1
[l -t- KB'(p) 

p 
J 

Now tall art of the test tone level in a given slot implies either 

non-linear operation at the phase detector or a reduction in the 
+he ph<l5e detec+c.r is · 

equivalent modulation index while~still under linear operation. With .. 
regard to tm latter case it can be seen that tor the case at the 

interfering vector at the carrier frequency wn =o, by inspection 

!X) 

+ x lJr (ma) (-1 )r rilla· cos (_J..wat +~VIJ 

- .!&~2;r(2mal c-1)r rm._ coa[rwat +>i'.]1
2 -co 

~ 

hence the conditions tor tall otf ot the test tone level at the 

angular frequency wa coul.d be satist'ied under linear operation. On 

the other hand tor the observations in question wn = 50 kc/s, 
. '2r.t 

consequently a loss in test tone level under tm conditions ~ interf'er

ence is due to non-linear operation at the phase detectoro AB indicated 
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by Equation (6.lB), this would be expected to be a !'unction at the 

signal modulation aIJd the (S/N )J]'. This is seen to be the case i'rom 

Figure 19 where loss in test tone level for a higher angular frequency 

deVi.ation of' the signal occurs at a :hi9her (S/N)J]' than for a lower 

deVi.ation• 

.Although the single sinusoidal interfering vector approach 

re,presents an appro:dmation to the actual inter1'e~~ .prol>lelll;, 1t does 

provide an insight into the performance oi' the phase-locked FM 

demodulator. 

b. White Noise Interference 

Following the procedure previously outlined, the experimental 

performance of the phase-locked FM demodulator was observed under 

conditions of white noise interference. This peri'orn:ence is shown in 

Figure 20 tor a .closed loop noise bandwidth at 2B2 =900 kc/s. The 

baseband noise output in a l kc/s slot was :rooasured in the absence 

of signal modulation for baseband center frequencies of 10,20,40 and 

80 kc/s as a function at the ( S/N) IF in the wide band IF noise band

width ot 2B:i. =3 Mc/s. The corresponding signal to noise ratio within 

the noise bandwidth 2B2 and centered at the IF frequency is given by 

(S/N)Jl' (B2fB:i)• The results at Figure 20 :Plus those ot Figure 21 

for ~narrower noise bandwidth at the feedback loop, demonstrate 

that it is the signal t'~ noise ratio within the closed loop noise 

bandwidth 2B which determines the l!'M threshold. The baseband noise2 ' 

characteristics of Figure 20 are similar to that of a conventional FM 

• 
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~modulator for operation above the FM threshold. For (S/N)IB' B2 /Bi_ 

>>l , the baseband noise output is linearly related to (S/N) IF B2"~ • 

As this ratio is reduced the baseband noise characteristics depart from 

linearity with the effect being earlier noticed at the lowest base

band frequencies. Well above the threshold, the theoretical base
<:entere~ o.+ wV\ 

band noise power measured in a slot of noise bandwidth Bm"is given from 

Equation (6.7) as 

111'1\+r....W..+8'"" 

/1NBI!' : l 2L~2 (w )2 =1 LfN/S)IB' 4:;!: (wn )2 
.2 

n 12Bi(~)2(X3)2 uJ,. ""n 

hence the incremental noise power in tbe bandwidth fl• : ~for Bm. <<•n 

is 

2
1 , (N/S)IF (wn) ~ 
(X3)2 2BJ. 

The c_orresponding sign.al power in a given slot due to a test tone 

modulation of Q (t) =Illa sin "at is
6 

• 

and the ratio at the two powers is 

(F) 2 ( S /N) II' :8i/l\i, , where F : A"a 

~ 

Tbe experimental baseband signal to noise ratios tor this range at 

operation are in close agreeDBnt with the predicted value. The tall otf 
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ot the baseband signal level is seen to be a function of the angular 

frequency deviation of the FM wave being demodulated and the Ill' 

signal to noise ratio. This may be attributed to non-linear opera

tion of the phase detector and the dependence of the phase error 

8Qe(t) upon Qs(t) and fi(t) is given by Equation (6.10} for linear 

operation. "When faJ.l o:tt ot the signaJ. level first becomes noticeable 

it was observed that the peak to peak vaJ.ue of the output noise 

voltage in the absence of signal modulation was close to that peak 

to peak voltage associated with the maximum sinusoidaJ. freque:p.cy 

deviation capable of being followed by the feedback demodulator in 

the absence of interference. 

For 2J3i = 3 Me/ s and 2B
2 

=900 Kc/s , unity signal to noise 

ratio in the wideband IF corresponds to a signaJ. to noise ratio within 

the noise bandwidth of the feedback demodulator of 10 log Bi_ or 5.2 db. 
'B2 

It the signal to noise ratio at which threshold effects become noticeable, 

in the wideband· IF of a conventionaJ. l!'M receiver, is taken as 10 to 12 db, 
correspo"di"'~ i"o the 11.,tersec:tion 0 .f the.• beloUJ fhre~l-dl o.ncl ."o.bove +'-w~\o\old.'' 0.5'jY"1ptotes 

then it is evident from Figure 20 that the phase-locked FM demodulator 

provides a degree of FM improvement. One might expect a threshold 

improven:ent using the phase-locked demodulator of 10 log Bi_ or 

~ 
approximately 5 db. tor this case. This would appear to be borne out 

trom the observations. 

To further demonstrate the noise rejection prqperties of the 

phase-locked loop the noise bandwidth 2B2 was reduced from 900 Kc/s 

to 300 Kc/s. This was accomplished by decreasing the bandwidth of 

the low pass filter and reducing the s~naJ. level Es at the same time 

http:freque:p.cy
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to maintain essentially the sane sha;pe of the closed loop transfer 

:f'unction as be:f'ore. The noise per:f'om.ance of the phase-locked FM 

demodulator was then examined using the experimental technique 

previously outlined. The results are shown in :Figure 21. A 

(S/N}IF equal to zero db in the wideband IF of 3 Mc/s would correspond 

to a signal to noise ratio o:f' 10 log 3/.9 =5.2 db and 10 log 3/.3 

: 10 db within the closed loop noise bandwidths centered at the IF 

of 900 Kc/s and 300 Kc/s respectively. This represents an enhance

ment Of 4.8 db tor the 300 Kc/-s filter in comparison to the 900 K.c/s 

' 
filter. The eJIJ?erimental results demonstrate that the range of 

linearity between baseband noise power and the wideband (S/N)JF is 

extended for the lower closed loop noise bandwidth and that it is 

the noise bandwidth <:£ the f'eedbaak loop which dete:mi.ines the noise 

rejection ability and hence the J'M threshold in the Phase-Locked J'.M 

demodulator. 
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(3) SUmmary 

The theoretical end experimental interterence performance 

of the phase-locked FM demodulator have been investigated. It 

was shown experimentally that the noise threshol~ effect is 

determined by the closed loop noise bandwidth. This justifies the 

theoretical model in which tlB limits of the interference were 

·· ··· taken over the closed loop noise bandwidth. The noise threshold 
.. 

pertormance of the phase-locked demodulator is in contrast to the 

conventional !'M demodulator wherein the noise threshold is 

deter.mined by the widebaDd. IF bandwidth prior to the limiter. It 

was shown that fall df in level of the demodulated signal is a 

function of both the angular frequency deviation at the signal and 

the IF signal to noise ratio within tm closed loop noise bandwidth. 

This could be explained as being due to non-linear operation of the 

phase detector and could be minimized by lowering the deviation of 

the signal. 

An analysis at the pertcr:mance under general conditions at 

signal modulation and non-linear operation or the phase detector lB s 

not been attempted at this tiim.. This would proceed t.'rom the general 

equation or loop pertarmmce when higher order terms of the sine 

function are not negligible in comparison to the first. 
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